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Abstract. The Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) algorithm can be used to
realize fine grained access control for the mobile cloud storage. In ABE, the
decryption algorithm has high complexity and the rank revocation is difficult to
be implemented. An ABE middleware with rank revocation is given in this
paper. The ABE middleware delegate the ABE decryption operation for the
resource constrained mobile device. The attribute authority can revoke the user’s
rank through this middleware instantly with fine-grained control and the revo-
cation process may not affect any other users. The ABE middleware is imple-
mented and experiment results show that the ABE middleware improves ABE
decryption performance about 30 times.
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1 Introduction

The mobile users increased explosively in recent years. In 2014, the mobile users reach
5.27 billion, which is beyond the personal computer (PC) users [1]. Compared with the
traditional PC, the mobile device is resource constrained in the computing, storage, and
battery power capacity. Therefore, the mobile device should work with the cloud to
enhance its power and the mobile cloud computing becomes a new important stream.

Cloud computing is a new computing model which becomes a hot technology in
recent years. Cloud computing builds a large number of computational and storage
resources into a shared pool with configuration, so difference applications can be
obtained different resources according to the demands [2]. In the cloud storage system,
the numerous users and data storage are dispersed. Compared with the traditional
software, all the data in the cloud computing are maintained by the third party, which
may bring more security issues [3, 4].
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The Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) algorithm is viewed as one solution to
realize fine-grained access control in the cloud environment [5–7]. ABE has two cat-
egories: the Key Policy Attribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE) and Ciphertext Policy
Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE). Since the pairing and exponent operation of big
numbers exist in ABE, the ABE computation cost is large, which is not suitable for the
resource constrained mobile device. The decryption operation should be invoked every
time when the data are consumed, so it is invoked more frequently than the encryption.
The attribute revocation is still a difficult problem in the ABE mechanism [8]. Pirretti
etc. [9] proposed to complete attribute revocation through updating the user private key
periodically, but this revocation scheme cannot be performed in real time and will
produce large overhead because the users need to save the private key at each time. In
the literature [10], Asim etc. realized the user name revocation by adding the revocation
user name into ciphertext, but the complexity of the decryption algorithm increases
with the number of users. Reference [11] constructs CP-ABE scheme supported
fine-grained cancellation based on double system encryption. All above solutions
require the data to be re-encrypted when the ranks are revoked, so the efficient is low.

In this paper, an ABE middleware with rank revocation is proposed. The main
contributions are as follows:

1. A special ABE algorithm is proposed for the ABE middleware. The ABE mid-
dleware delegates the decryption partly, and provides the middle result for the
mobile to complete the whole ABE decryption. The ABE decryption cost of the
mobile device is decrease and the decryption process becomes fasten.

2. The rank revocation is provided based on the ABE middleware. If a user’ rank is
revoked, the process become simple and the re-encryption of data is avoided.

3. The ABE middleware based mobile storage application system is realized. The
performance of the decryption and attribute revocation is verified by the
experiment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces our system
architecture; Sect. 3 presents our ABE algorithms with revocation; Sect. 4 analyzes the
experiment; finally, and Sect. 5 concludes this paper.

2 System Design of the ABE Middleware

2.1 System Architecture

The mobile cloud storage system based on the ABE middleware consists of five parts:
Data Owner (DO), Attribute Authority (AA), ABE Middleware (ABE-M), Cloud
Storage (CS) and Mobile User (MU). DO is the data owner which define the access
control policy, encrypt the sensitive data with the help of ABE-M, and then upload
them to the CSP; AA is responsible for the system initialization, key generation and
revocation operation; ABE-M do the ABE decryption task and attribute revocation.
MU is the data requestor from CS. In the whole system, the cloud host always is
semi-trusted, that is to say, the cloud host will perform correctly system commands, but
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at the same time it may try to steel data for his profits. The system architecture of ABE
middleware application is given in Fig. 1.

In this application system architecture, two encryption algorithms including ABE
and the symmetric encryption algorithm are used. ABE is used to encrypt the sym-
metric key and generate ciphertext CT, and the symmetric encryption algorithm utilizes
this symmetric key to encrypt the file. The users cannot decrypt the encrypted file until
the symmetric key is obtained which is decrypt with the satisfied attribute user.

2.2 Structure Model

The structure model of the ABE middleware is shown in Fig. 2. There exist five
modules as follows.

TK upload module: when AA releases one user’s TK to service middleware, this
module will save TK and assign independent upload directory to separated user.

Fig. 1. System architecture of the ABE middleware application

Fig. 2. Structure model of the ABE middleware
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CS upload module: manage directory access permission in the cloud through the
access control policy. Only the satisfied user can add, delete, modify the files in the
directory.

CT upload module: after the data sharing user uploads CT, the module will save CT
and its attribute dependency according to the CT’s attribute dependency table. In the
process of attribute revocation, CT needed to be uploaded can be quickly positioned
through CT attribute dependency table.

Attribute revocation module: The module is responsible for upgrading CT and user
conversion key generated by AA. If the attribute revocation user does not get the
upgraded key, the key component corresponding to this attribute in TK become invalid.

Attribute public key query module: query whether the attribute public key changes
before the data are encrypted by DO. If changed, the module upgrades the attribute
public key.

Decryption delegation module: delegate and decrypt CT and get a middle result
CT’, and then send to the MU who wants to access the encrypted data in the cloud
storage.

3 ABE Algorithms

3.1 Construction

The reference [6] provides a basic CP-ABE, and reference [7] proposes an ABE with
revocation. We combined them together and propose the ABE algorithms as follows.

Initializing algorithm. Setupðk;UÞ ¼ fPK;MSK;PKxg: is executed by attribute
authority, input security parameters k and attribute sets U. Choose a group G with the
order p, and g becomes the generator. The mapping function q will map each attribute
in U into the element in G. Chooses three parameters: a; b; a from Zp randomly,
chooses the parameter Vx 2 Zp for each attribute x in U, and then outputs the public key
PK ¼ fg; eðg; gÞa; ga; qg, master key MSK ¼ fa; b; fVxgx2Ug, attribute public key
PKx ¼ fgVxgx 2 U.

Encrypt algorithm. Encryptðw;PK;PKx;AÞ ¼ CT : encrypts the input message by
using PK, PKx, and access control policy A. According to access control policy A, the
algorithm generate one LSSS matrix Mn;k , and then choose V ¼ ½s; y1; y2. . .yk�1�? at
random and compute k ¼ MV . In addition, randomly selects r1; r2. . .rn 2 Zp,
the ciphertext CT ¼ fC ¼ w � eðg; gÞas;C0 ¼ gs; fCi ¼ gaki � ½gVxi � qðxiÞ��ri ; Di ¼
grig1� i� ng is gotten, where xi is attribute corresponding to the row i of the matrix M.

Key generation algorithm. KeygenðMSK;PK;PKx; SÞ ¼ fTK; SKg: is executed by
AA by using MSK, PK, PKx, user’s attribute set S, and output the private key SK and
the conversion private key TK. After selecting z 2 Zp randomly, TK ¼ fK ¼ ga=z �
gab=z; L ¼ gb=z; fKx ¼ ½gVx � qðxÞ�b=zgx2Sg, SK ¼ fzg is gotten, where TK is held by the
service middleware, SK is held by users.
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Decryption delegation algorithm. TransformðCT ; TKÞ ¼ CT 0: is executed by the
ABE middleware. First, chooses vector W ¼ fw1;w2. . .wng to make
W �M ¼ f1; 0; 0. . .0g. Then calculates for each line of CT: eðCwi

i ; LÞ � eðDwi
i ;KiÞ,

where Ki is the key share corresponding to the attribute. The computation result of each

line is multiplied: A ¼ Q

i2I
eðCwi

i ; LÞ � eðDwi
i ;KiÞ ¼ eðg; gÞsab=z. Computing R ¼ eðC0;

KÞ=A ¼ eðg; gÞas=z, The middle result CT 0 ¼ fC;Rg is send to the mobile finally.

Decryption algorithm. DecryptðCT 0; SKÞ ¼ w: is executed in the mobile. Receiving
CT 0, the mobile can decrypt and obtain the original data: w¼C=Rz.

Since our ABE algorithm is based on the basic CP-ABE and the ABE given in
reference [7], it has the same security properties for the decisional BDH assumption.

3.2 Attribute Revocation

Assuming AA hopes to revoke the attribute attr of one user, the procedure of attribute
revocation works as follows:

1. AA chooses a new attribute parameter V
0
attr for attr, computes PKattr ¼ gV

0
attr , and

sents attr and PKattr to the ABE middleware.
2. The service middleware updates attribute public key as PKattr of attr in the attribute

public key query module.
3. The ABE middleware queries attribute dependency table CT, gets FID of CT using

the attribute and corresponding row index. Dattr ¼ gri is loaded according to FID
and the row index.

4. The ABE-middleware returns Dattr to AA.
5. AA generates the upgrade key of CT based on Dattr, that is

CUK ¼ D�ðV 0
attr�VattrÞ

attr ¼ g�ri ðV
0
attr�VattrÞ, and then sends it to the service middleware.

6. The middleware upgrades CT by using CUK: Cattr ¼ Cattr;old � CUK, and then get

Cattr ¼ gaki � ½gV 0
attr � qðattrÞ��ri .

7. AA generates the upgrading key for the mobile who has not been revoked attribute

attr: UUK ¼ gðV
0
attr�VattrÞ�b=z, and sends it to the ABE middleware.

8. The ABE middleware uses UUK to upgrade TK: Kattr ¼ Kattr;old � UUK, and then

we can obtain Kattr ¼ ½gV 0
attrqðattrÞ�b=z.

After completing the above process, the attribute parameters of attr in CT are
upgraded from Vattr to V

0
attr . For the user who is not revoked the attribution attr, AA

generates UUK and upgrades the attribute attr parameter in Kattr to V
0
attr. The user who

has been revoked attr cannot be upgraded because they don’t get UUK. So Kattr of the
revoked users become invalid, and then the user’s rank is revoked.
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4 Experiments

4.1 Experiment Environment

We realize the ABE middleware and the ABE middleware based mobile client
application in Java which is shown in Fig. 3, and deployed in an experiment lab. The
experiment environment includes a Dawn server w5801-G10 (CPU: 2 *Intel Xeon
E5-2630, Memory: 64G) and a Huawei smart phone Y635-CL00 (CPU: Snapdragon
410, Memory: 1G). The attribute authority and ABE middleware are deployed in the
Dawn server as a virtual machine, and the decryption and revocation performances are
evaluated.

4.2 Decryption Performance

The experiment are carried out to respectively test the server middleware and mobile
equipment decryption consumed time for attribute index from 10 to 100 in the CT, the
time consuming comparison is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. The ABE middleware based mobile client

Fig. 4. Decryption time of the mobile
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It can be seen from the experiment result that the attribute based decryption time is
greatly reduced by using the middleware. When CT contains 10 attributes, the
decryption time has been cut by 19.5 times, and with the increase of number of
attributes, the advantage is more obvious. When the number of attributes is increased to
100, the decryption time is dropped by 30.7. This method using middleware proxy
decryption reduce the requirement for terminal, fully reflect the advantage of cloud
computing.

4.3 Concurrency Performance

The concurrency processing capability for server middleware is tested using the
LoadRunner 9 (http://environment.yale.edu/loadrunner/). For a CT with 10 attributes,
we can simulate the request decryption for 0 to 100 concurrent users. The concurrent
performance is shown in Fig. 5.

The result shows that when the system has 100 concurrent requests, the response
time is 2.087 s which is shorter than directly decryption of mobile devices. With the
increasing of concurrency, proxy decryption time may exceed the directly decryption
time of mobile devices. But we should notice the service middleware is deployed in the
cloud, cloud computing has the following features such as massive computing
resources, easy expansion and easy deployment, so we can solve the high concurrency
problem by extending the computing resources of service middleware.

4.4 Rank Revocation

The user’s rank is revoked means that one or more of its attributes are changed. When
revoking one attribute of users, it is needed to upgrade CT component corresponding
with this attribute and other key component of no-revocation users.

Compared with the attribute revocation schemes in [9–11] require user to encrypt
data again, the method in this paper has great advantage. The result shows that the
attribute revocation time approximately linear increases with the increase of the number
of users and CT associated with this attribute. In the experiments, when the number has

Fig. 5. Concurrency performance of ABE middleware
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100 and the users have 400 associated with the revocation attribution, the total con-
sumption time on attribute revocation is 17.68 s, which is 5 times of that of 1 CT and 2
users. The attribute revocation process can further improve the performance by
increasing the number of middleware.

5 Conclusion

It is difficult to achieve the attribute based decryption because of its high complexity in
the resource limited mobile device, so this paper proposes a ABE based method for the
mobile to use cloud storage securely. The mobile equipment can outsource large
number of computation in the ABE decryption process through the ABE middleware.
The attribute authority can complete the fine grained revocation for user attribute
without affecting any other users. All services in the middleware provided by the
Restful interface are suitable for the mobile device to invoke. The proposed ABE
middleware performance is tested in the real mobile cloud storage application. The
result shows that the ABE middleware can improve the decryption performance of
mobile device obviously, and the performance of concurrency and attribute revocation
can satisfy the practice. In the future, we will further study the distribution integration
method about the multiple ABE middle wares.
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